If a group of people were to be asked who in their mind had made the greatest contribution to the study of human sexuality in the last century, it would not be at all surprising to hear the name Sigmund Freud at the top of everyone's list. The name Havelock Ellis, however, although equally worthy of the status attributed to Freud would probably be unfamiliar to most, as the Victorian Ellis was never fortunate enough to acquire the degree ofposthumous popularity and influence accorded his German contemporary.
Havelock Ellis started off life as a medical student and, like many men who underwent a medical education reluctantly, found that the training gave him new insights into human nature which were an invaluable stimulus to him as he pursued his other literary and scientific interests, practically abandoning the medical profession on qualifying. In this article I will deal primarily with his medical student years and how these later influenced the development of a man who became Britain's leading researcher into human sexual behaviour as well as being a prolific writer, essayist, poet and editor.
Havelock Ellis was born in Croydon on 2 February 1859 the only son of a sea captain Edward Pepper Ellis. Nearly all his near relatives had lived on or by the sea and when Havelock was 7 years old he accompanied his father on a voyage around the world. He was educated at private schools in Merton and Mitcham and although was not a trained scholar showed remarkable precocity in his reading, being influenced by a book called Behaviour: a manual of manners and morals by an American living in London, Dr T L Nichols to whom he was prompted to write a letter", When he was 16 he left England for Australia, and spent 4 years as a teacher in Sparkes Creek on a salary of £110 a year. While working as a teacher in isolation in Australia, he underwent a period of selfquestioning and doubt, trying to attain inner peace through the search for scientific truth. which he felt would also be a source of artistic satisfaction''. This mental restlessness had been fuelled by his discovery of the writings of James Hinton. A leading London aural surgeon, James Hinton (1822-1875) was with a large private practice but nevertheless had maintained strong philosophical interests. In 1859 Hinton had published Man and his dwelling place, an analysis of the relationship between science and religion and followed this with Life in nature (1862) and The mystery of pain (1866). Havelock Ellis was much influenced by his writings and initially planned to make his life's endeavours an understanding of religion, but later decided to devote his life to the pursuit of culture. This included not only religion, but science, literature, art and thought in all its different forms which included too what was then considered the 'mysteries' of sex and the diversity of human sexual behaviour", In late 1880, it was decided that Ellis should enter medical school. The choice of medical school was resolved by his mother who consulted Dr Alfred Carpenter who had been responsible for delivering Havelock Ellis", At that time Dr Carpenter had one of the largest practices in London and suggested to Ellis that he attended his old school, St Thomas'. Ellis was unfortunately weak at examinations and failed the University of London entrance examination. However, he was accepted on the basis of his Sydney University matriculation. Ellis spent two hours a day travelling between home and college and moaned bitterly about the drudgery and wasted time this entailed. He hated the memorization involved in the pre-clinical course and thus loathed anatomy and pharmacology. He made no friends at St Thomas' with the exception of John Barker Smith, a chemist, 10 years older who had entered St Thomas's at the same time. Smith was a man of cyclothymic temperament who suffered a nervous breakdown whilst at St Thomas's. In spite of this, his maturity and varied interests appealed to Ellis and together they would explore London's museums and attend lectures and meetings of learned societies. Their similar interests formed the basis of a lifelong friendship and, although not a sociable man, this was one of the more important relationships in Ellis's life.
Medicine was not his main love while a medical student since he had a burning ambition to write. He soon began to send off articles and reviews to various publications. One of his earliest publications was a review of a book on the painter Rubens which was published in the August 1880 issue of the magazine The Pen. Ellis was not afraid to express his views on any subject and a steady stream of articles flowed from his pen on subjects as diverse as theology, art, science, fiction, poetry, politics and 'the woman question'. One of his earliest controversial articles is the essay 'What is pureness' which appeared in Modern Thought in April 1881 5 • Ellis, much influenced by the writings of Hinton especially his privately printed pamphlet 'Other's needs' argued that goodness had no relation to any abstaining from pleasure", He argued that the highest truth lay in the reconciliation of opposites:
Let us place the test of pureness in the heart; and not in the outward action, and all is well. The opposites are reconciled. And not until pureness ceases to mean absolute negation of sexual relations, save within certain prescribed and inviolable bonds, shall it have received its sanction. 
years, namely the problems of love, sex and morality. The ideas laid down in this article were to become the subject of his book Little essays oflove and virtue which he published 40 years later", The subject of James Hinton continued to fascinate him and prompted Ellis into completing an abridged version of Hinton's thought. This article entitled James Hinton as religious thinker was published in the religious magazine The Modern Review in October 1881. Another article was to appear on Hinton called 'Hinton's later thought' (Mind, July 1884) and it is interesting that in both of these articles Ellis does not mention Hinton's views on women".
In April 1883, Ellis published his first essay in the most prestigious of all 19th century periodicals, the Westminster Review. The subject of the article was 'The novels of Thomas Hardy". Ellis was interested in the psychology of the novels and concluded that for Hardy love is essentially 'the one business oflife'. The editor Dr John Chapman was impressed by the young Ellis and offered him the job of theology editor of the journal and in the next 18 months Ellis wrote 53 book reviews on religion. As fame spread, he made more contacts and became familiar with many socialists of his time, including H H Champion (editor of To-Day, a pioneer of socialist propaganda, and a subsequent Labour leader in Australia), H M Hyndman (founder of the Social Democratic Federation), the two Davidson brothers, William Morris, Sidney Webb and G B Shaw!", Ellis and Davidson (the wandering scholar) spent much of 1884 arguing about metaphysics!'. Davidson insisted on the necessity of a metaphysical basis for an ideal society, which should aim for moral perfection. Ellis did not agree. Davidson had been much influenced by Rosinni-Serbati (1795-1855) who was a founder of the Institute of the Brethren of Charity, designed to adapt monasticism to the conditions of the modern world. Ellis of course was a Hintonian and argued that religion was 'a psychological process; it is the harmonising of emotion with intellect. It is freedom and the only perfect freedom -the way we escape from our own individuality'.
Ellis along with his friend Chubb proceeded to draw up a plan for the Fellowship of the 'New Life' near the end of the year. The object was the cultivation of a perfect character for each and all. The principle was the subordination of material things to spiritual. The sole and essential condition offellowship was a singleminded sincere and strenuous devotion to the object and principle. Ellis spent much of his energies writing argumentative letters to Davidson trying to persuade the latter to embrace his ideas under the portmanteau of the 'New Life'. However, this was all in vain as the latter emigrated to the USA to spread his ideas at the Glenmore School of the Culture Sciences in Aridodackes and later in New York.
Meanwhile, on 4 January 1884, the Fabian society was formally launched and a series of propositions calling for practical involvement in society were made. It is ironic that this society emerged from the ideological split brought about by the extreme conservatism of Thomas Davidson. Although, Ellis disagreed with Davidson's orthodox religious views, they both believed that an ideal society could be formed only by 'superior' people. 13 .
With all these activities and interests it is not surprising that Ellis took 7 years to complete his medical education. He had shown little interest or aptitude for most aspects of the course, although he enjoyed midwifery and was proud of the fact that a death had never occurred at one of his deliveries. By winter 1886 he had completed his course work at St Thomas' but unfortunately had not yet passed all the relevant examinations. Nevertheless, he had managed to obtain a job as an assistant to a doctor in the northern part of Lancashire. In March 1887 he obtained the Licentiate in Medicine, Surgery and Midwifery from the Society of Apothecaries which always proved a source of embarrassment to him as it was regarded as an inferior qualification.
It is hardly surprising that Ellis took so long to qualify. In the time he was a medical student he had plunged himself into a wide variety of activities and endeavours. He had written numerous articles and reviews. He had become involved in radical politics, made numerous important acquaintances and had formed idealistic Utopian associations such as the New Life. He had written for all the leading journals, had contributed to the Camelot and Mermaid series of books and had initiated and edited the Contemporary Science series. He had even made an attempt to found a journal of anthropology. In addition he had fallen in love with the intellectual Olive Schreiner, famous for the book The story of an African farm, whom he had met in 1884 through the intermediary of Karl Marx's daughter Eleanor and it is said over a thousand letters passed between them'".
His prodigous industry, stamina and intellect which he had demonstrated during his student years continued unabated throughout his lifetime resulting in the publication of over 50 volumes of essays and monographs including probably his best known work, the monumental series on Studies in the psychology of sex 15 • 
